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High-tech firm’s plans to make 
drones in NY spark questions

Officials mum on question of beaming Internet service

RIVERHEAD, NY: A plan to manufacture
solar-powered drones at a suburban
New York site that once made fighter
jets for the US military is sparking ques-
tions about whether the aircraft will be
used to beam Internet service. So far,
company officials are staying mum.

Daniel Preston, the CEO and chief
technology officer of Luminati
Aerospace LLC., appeared Thursday with
other company officials at a meeting of
town board members in Riverhead,
seeking permission for Luminati to use
one of two runways on property it
recently purchased. The land was once
used by defense contractor Northrop
Grumman to test fighter jets.

Preston said the company, which
closed last month on a $3.4 million deal
to acquire 16.3 acres of land from the
operator of a now-closed skydiving facil-
ity, intends to develop the next genera-
tion of drones at the site. Initially, the
company intends to immediately hire
about 40 employees for high-tech posi-
tions, but described its long-term goals
as “multimillion-dollar in nature.” This
summer, Facebook announced it will
begin test flights later this year for a
solar-powered 

drone to deliver Internet connectivity

to remote parts of the world, but
Preston would not comment on
whether his firm is associated with that
or any other tech company.

“I have to respect the confidential
nature of this program and of our
client,” he told reporters after meeting
with town officials.

“There’s a confidential proprietary
aspect to what we’re developing and
we’re trying to be respectful of that.”
Facebook engineers have said they’ve
designed a drone with a 140-foot
wingspan that weighs less than 1,000
pounds. Designed to fly at high altitudes
for up to three months, it will use lasers 

to send Internet signals to stations on
the ground. Other tech companies have
launched similar initiatives. Google is
experimenting with high-altitude bal-
loons as well as drones and satellites.
Microsoft has funded a project that will
transmit Internet signals over unused
television airwaves.

Neither Facebook nor Google imme-
diately commented. Sean Walter, the
Riverhead town supervisor, called the
Luminati project “the biggest thing to
hit Long Island in a long, long time.” He
said he has been told the aircraft would
fly at altitudes of 60,000 feet or more

and have a wingspan of about 160 feet.
The Facebook drones are designed to
climb to 90,000 feet, safely above com-
mercial airliners and thunderstorms, and
they will fly in circles through the day. At
night, he said, they will settle to about
60,000 feet to conserve battery power.

“What’s really exciting is we are
bringing the aerospace industry back to
Long Island,” Walter said. He noted that
Grumman, the predecessor of Northrop
Grumman, designed and built fighter
jets for the US military at several sites on
Long Island. Grumman’s plant in
Bethpage built the lunar module that
carried men to the moon in 1969.
Preston, who founded and ran Atair
Aerospace from 2001 to 2008, said
Luminati expects to be in a research and
development phase for about two years
before commencing production. He told
Riverhead town officials the company
will be seeking permission to expand
one of the facilities on its property to
accommodate machinery necessary to
construct the aircraft. It also intends to
consider seeking permission to use the
second of the two runways situated at
the site. He told town officials the com-
pany would pay for repair and mainte-
nance of the runways. —AP

A honeybee works atop gift zinnia in Accord, NY. While
scientists have documented cases of tiny flies infesting
honeybees, causing the bees to lurch and stagger around
like zombies before they die, researchers don’t know the
scope of the problem. Now they are getting help in track-
ing the honeybee-killing parasite from ZomBee Watch,
created in 2012 by John Hafernik, a biology professor at
San Francisco State University. —AP

ZomBee Watch helps
scientists track
honeybee killer

HURLEY, NY: Call them “The Buzzing Dead.”Honeybees are
being threatened by tiny flies that lead them to lurch and
stagger around like zombies. The afflicted bees often make
uncharacteristic night flights, sometimes buzzing around
porch lights before dying. Well-documented on the West
Coast, some zombie-bee cases also have been detected in
eastern states by volunteers helping track its spread. This
comes as honeybees have already been ravaged in recent
years by mysterious colony collapse disorder, vampire mites
and nutritional deficiencies.

“We’re not making a case that this is the doomsday bug for
bees,” said John Hafernik, a 

biology professor at San Francisco State University. “But it
is certainly an interesting situation where we have a parasite
that seems to affect the behavior of bees and has them essen-
tially abandoning their hive.”

Hafernik in 2012 started a project to enlist people to track
the spread of zombie bees called ZomBee Watch. Participants
are asked to upload photos of the bees they collect and pho-
tos of pupae and adult flies as they emerge. They have more
than 100 confirmed cases.

The fly had already been known to afflict bumblebees and
yellow jackets. Then in 2008, Hafernik made a discovery after
scooping up some disoriented bees beneath a light outside
his campus office. Before long, he noticed pupae emerging
from a bee.

That led to the first of many zombie honeybee cases found
in the San Francisco area and beyond. Researchers believe
Apocephalus borealis flies attack bees as they forage. The flies
pierce the bees’ abdomens and deposit eggs, affecting the
behavior of the doomed bees.

A beekeeper in Burlington, Vermont, detected the first
zombie case in the East, in 2013. Then this summer, amateur
beekeeper Joe Naughton of Hurley, New York, discovered the
first of two recently confirmed cases in the Hudson Valley,
north of New York City.

Naughton, who has 200,000 or more bees, is not panicking
just yet. “You know, the ‘zombie’ thing is a little bit sensational
and some people hear that and they go right into alarm bells
ringing,” Naughton said. “Where the state of things are right
now is mostly just fact finding.”

And there are a lot of facts to find.
It’s possible that zombie watchers like Naughton are just

now detecting a parasite that has been targeting honeybees
for a long time, though Hafernik notes that reports of honey-
bees swarming night lights are a recent phenomenon. It’s not
clear if zombie bees can be linked to colony collapse disorder,
a syndrome in which whole colonies fail after the loss of adult
worker bees. Scientists have not been able to prove what
causes CCD, though some believe it could be an interplay of
factors including mites, pesticides and habitat loss. For now,
threats like mites are more of a concern to researchers than
the spread of zombie fly parasites.—AP

SAN FRANCISCO: Eight months after dis-
closing a major data breach, ride service
Uber is focusing its legal efforts on learn-
ing more about an internet address that it
has persuaded a court could lead to iden-
tifying the hacker. That address, two
sources familiar with the matter say, can
be traced to the chief of technology at its
main US  rival, Lyft.

In February, Uber revealed that as
many as 50,000 of its drivers’ names and
license numbers had been improperly
downloaded, and the company filed a law-
suit in San Francisco federal court in an
attempt to unmask the perpetrator.

Uber’s court papers claim that an
unidentified person using a Comcast IP
address had access to a security key used
in the breach. The two sources said the
address was assigned to Lyft’s technology
chief, Chris Lambert. The court papers
draw no direct connection between the
Comcast IP address and the hacker. In fact,
the IP address was not the one from which
the data breach was launched.

However, US Magistrate Judge Laurel
Beeler ruled that the information sought
by Uber in a subpoena of Comcast records
was “reasonably likely” to help reveal the
“bad actor” responsible for the hack. On
Monday, Lyft spokesman Brandon
McCormick said the company had investi-
gated the matter “long ago” and conclud-
ed “there is no evidence that any Lyft
employee, including Chris, downloaded
the Uber driver information or database,
or had anything to do with Uber’s May
2014 data breach.”

McCormick declined to comment on

whether the Comcast IP address belongs
to Lambert. He also declined to describe
the scope of Lyft’s internal investigation or
say who directed it.

Lambert declined to comment in per-
son or over email.  Attorneys for the
Comcast subscriber, who is not named in
court documents, did not respond to an
interview request on Monday. In an email
on Monday, an Uber spokeswoman
declined to comment on any aspect of the
case beyond what is in court filings,
including what led the company to
believe that more information about the
Comcast subscriber might lead them to
the hacker.

Uber’s lawsuit alleges the hacker violat-
ed civil provisions of the federal Computer
Fraud and Abuse Act, as well as a similar
California law. It is unclear if the leaked
driver information was ever used by the

hacker or anyone else. According to docu-
ments filed in the case, the company
learned months after the hack that some-
one had used an Uber digital security key
to access the driver database. A copy of
the key was inadvertently posted by Uber
on one of its public pages on the code
development platform GitHub in March of
2014, prior to the breach, the court filings
show, and remained there for months.

After Uber discovered the unautho-
rized download, it examined the Internet
Protocol addresses of every visitor to the
page during the time between when the
key was posted and when the breach
occurred, according to court documents.
The Uber review concluded that “the
Comcast IP address is the only IP address
that accessed the GitHub post that Uber
has not eliminated” from suspicion, court
papers say.—Reuters

Uber probes IP address 
assigned to Lyft exec 

SAO PAULO: Taxi drivers block a street to protest the ride-booking company
Uber, next to the City Hall in downtown Sao Paulo on Thursday. Sao Paulo will
introduce new regulations to govern Uber instead of banning it. —AP


